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The wild west show: socio-historic
spectacle and characters as circus

Cathy J. Barrett
and Heather Valiance

"Ii"1Je American West is 'a dream. It is what people who have come here
J!. from the beginning of time have dreamed ... It is a landscape that has to

be seen to be believed, and may have to be believed in order to be seen'.'

The Wild West genre was shaped as much by war as the quest for
progress. At the conclusion of the Civil War in the United States of America
in 1865 the country began to shift from an agrarian rural society to a
manufacturing urban world leader. In the decades following the war there
was a 79.6% increase in the number of companies engaged in manufacturing
with a 56.6% increase in the number of workers they employed.' 'By the
1876 Centennial, America had [already] rejected Jefferson's vision of a
Republic of independent producers, [and] his warnings against a
manufacturing economy'.' This change in perspective gave rise to new
power relationships based on personal wealth and conspicuous consumption.
Power shifts and new economic energy shaped the myth of a free country in
which class no longer counted and from which all could benefit. The reality
was that a few 'made it big' while impoverished ghettos sprang up in major
cities.

The drive for progress in the United States after the Civil War with its
new power and social structures facilitated a need for basic foodstuffs,
equipment and information. Cattle drives took livestock from ranch to market
place. Transport hubs in the West and mid-West grew into city centres. 'The
transformation of the United States within five decades [following the Civil
War] from a primary producer into the World's first industrial superstate was
symbolised by the construction of a colossal continental railroad system'.'
The building of rail links between cities from east to west coasts opened up
the West connecting people and products, allowing other innovations to take
root. Telegraphy and telephone enhanced the lines of communication opened
by the railroad. Products flowed along its iron spine more quickly, at the
touch of a key or the raising ofa receiver. Electricity and steam aided farmers
and manufacturers alike. Reapers, combines, planters, ploughs and
combustion engines became common sights along the rail lines as passengers
gazed across the once virgin lands they crossed. When these travellers
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reached their destinations they were greeted by the traffic of commerce and a
burgeoning business technology in which typewriters, adding machines, and
teletype machines clanked out their communications to a world growing ever
smaller and more crowded. Mechanical devices saved hours of labour,
leaving time available to almost everyone. Entertainment filtered into the gap
created providing diversions for idle minds.

Technological innovations also made global entertainment possible. For
example, it was possible for W. B. Harmston to organise Harmston's
American and Continental Cirque in San Francisco and transport the entire
show to Australia, drawing the following press comment: 'The circus is what
the Americans termed a "stupendous aggregation" and was only second to
Cooper & Bailey's, which was here some years ago'.s Harmston's circus
attracted full houses at Sydney's Crystal Palace Skating Rink, 'the building
[being] fitted up with electric light and had been converted into a mammoth
amphitheatre. Seating accommodation was provided for 2,000 persons, and
there was fully that number present, everything having been done to secure

their comfort' .'
The myth of a free country drew people from all parts of the world to the

United States -too many people too quickly. Issues of land rights prior to the
Civil War had not been resolved among the colonising powers and the Native
Americans, and, afterward, land which appeared to be unlimited was clogged
by the competing interests of rural dwellers and urban expansionists. Land
metamorphosed into a political tool of control and domination and the years
following the Civil War heightened conflict between encroaching 'White
men' and 'Indians' or, as later portrayed in Wild West Shows, 'Cowboys'
and 'Indians'. But there were more than subtle differences between 'white
men' and 'cowboys', and more than urban ignorance defming the destiny of
'Indians'. The 'white men' of the West were by and large settlers. Many
cowboys were Texans by birth and many were ex-confederate soldiers.
'Whatever their background almost all the cowboys were poor - willing to
work seventeen hour days, seven days a week for up to four months at thirty
to forty-five dollars a month - and most were uncomplaining'.' Contrary to
the later celluloid archetype they 'were slightly built because big men were

too hard on the horses'.'
The Indians were victims of colonialism. They were increasingly

confmed to parcels of land and forbidden free access to traditional hunting
and agricultural grounds. Before the last of the Native American resistance
was quelled in the latter 1880s the West changed irrevocably and its
inevitable loss gave rise to a nostalgia among settled and wealthy urbanites.
By the conclusion of the Indian Wars the political fraternity in the United
States had already turned its gaze beyond the country's borders, and by the
turn of the century the fraternity was engaged in international expansionism.
A 'tired, old' Europe developed a fascination with things American and their
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elite, bored world was humoured by the characters which had already
infiltrated the rich, bored mind of the American elite. These characters were
the mythic cowboys, men built from the dust of the real West, and all seeking
new frontiers. Much like Queen Elizabeth I who had patronised William
Shakespeare and influenced popular appreciation for his work, European
royalty patronised Wild West characters and gave them a channel through
which to enthral the masses.

Ned Buntline, who was to mythologise Buffalo Bill, sold his fIrst dime
novel, Buffalo Bill, The King ofBorder Men, at the end of 1869. Buntline was
an itinerant writer with a turn for the dramatic and an eye for making money.
The national press popularised his stories and perpetuated the myth of the
Wild West in his fIctional character, Buffalo Bill. William F. Cody the man
became lost in his alias, even though he 'had done a good many of the things
a young man could do in the West - he'd been a wrangler, an expressman,
gold-seeker, buffalo hunter, ranchman, arm.?' scout, and winner of the medal
of honour for valour against the Cheyenne'.

Ned Buntline wrote a play for Buffalo Bill and several of his better
known scouting compatriots, particularly 'Texas Jack' Omohundro. Sharp
shooting, horsemanship, rope tricks and stories of the prairies drew urban
America to the ticket offices. The Wild West genre appealed to everyone
regardless of wealth, social standing, age and gender. The size and dynamics
of each performance satisfIed the need for entertainment which stretched the
limits of imagination in much the same way that P.T. Bamum's exhibits did.
'What is so fascinating about the West is that it was being mythologised even
while it was taking place. The settled East wanted to hear about the unsettled
West without all the bother and expense - and danger - of going there ...
Cody provided for this vicarious appetite for adventure' .IQ

By 1876 Buffalo Bill was established as an entertainment fIgure in
centres such as Chicago and New York. In the same year the Centennial
Exhibition or World Exhibition in Philadelphia marked one hundred years of
American progress to which the world was invited. Exhibitions were the
peacock's display of feathers to fellow industrialised and industrialising
nations. Each nation set out to prove its standing on the world's stage and
position itself for political and economic purposes. The World Exposition
became the peacock's platform.

The technologies which drove the politics of international exhibitions
conjured vast social and economic uncertainties. Performers such "as Buffalo
Bill were able to bridge actual social change and the fantasy of change taking
place during this time. It is notable that Buffalo Bill's first international
appearance was at the Greater Britain Exhibition at Earl's Court in 1887
where fantasy and politics merged in full view of the public, with the
outcome interpreted by the international press.
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Buffalo Bill had restructured his company in 1883 taking it on the road to
centres such as Omaha, Nebraska. Among his new company of anistes were
Indian braves, Mexicans and cowboys, Cossacks, Riffian Arabs, and Cuban
veterans. I I These men were to become known as 'the congress of rough
riders of the world'." The Buffalo Bill Wild West Show travelled
throughout the American heanland and commercial centres between 1883
and 1886, becoming an attraction in the American exhibit at the Greater
Britain Exhibition in 1887. The Exhibition drew two and a half million
people to its stands and performances; this in a city of linle more than 3.3
million. 13

While at the Exhibition Buffalo Bill was commanded by Queen Victoria
to perform for her royal guests at two performances, one at Earl's Court and
the other at Windsor Castle. Among the guests were the Prince and Princess
of Wales, the King of Denmark, the King of the Belgians, the King of Greece
and the King of Saxony. These members of the Queen's entourage took pan
in the show itself, riding on the Deadwood Coach and subjecting themselves
to 'Indian terror'.

'If there was something a trifle kinky about the leaders of government
and fashion seeking vicarious thrills in Buffalo Bill's arena or in his
company, it was not visible to that organ of the established, the Times
of London ... it might seem a far cry from the Wild West to an
International Court. Vet the connection is not really remote.
Exhibitions of American products and scenes from the wilder phases
of American life certainly tend, in some degree at least, to bring
America nearer to England ... The Wild West was irresistible.
Civilisation itself consents to march in the train of Buffalo Bill."

William F. Cody and his Wild West Show returned to Europe in 1889
where he explored the limits of his popularity and found none. Cody had
created a myth within a myth which became an audience expectation. IS But,
Buffalo Bill had competitors as competent as he, if not more so. Many came
from the ranks of his proteges. The Wild West genre was changing even as
he toured Europe. Its ownership was being claimed by solitary performers
who would bring a new slant and energy to the mythic West. They were men
moulded after the likeness of cowboy, Charles Goodnight. 'Most of the time
we were solitary adventurers in a great land as fresh and new as a spring
morning, and we were free and full of the zest of darers'." These men
became the core anistes for the Wild West component which materialised
within circuses. Such was Texas Jack jnr, surrogate son of John Burwell
'Texas Jack' Omohundro jnr, who had died in 1880, and who was a fellow
scout and showman of Buffalo Bill's. In an interview in 1898, Texas Jack
gave the following account of his origins: 'I could never fmd out who I am ...
I never knew my father or mother; they were killed by Indians ... I was taken
from the Indians by a Frenchman who came from Virginia. He was a
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renowned Government scout and Indian fighter. He was the original Texas
Jack' .17

Texas Jack arrived in Australia in 1890 determined to show the
Australians just how things were done back West. Even though he had been
billed as a competing entertainer to Buffalo Bill in the same city in England
in 1887, he had by the whim of the gods chosen to visit a country where men
were 'handy with the ropin' pole ... handy with the brand, and [could] ride a
rowdy colt, or swing the axe all day'." Although over the next decade Texas
Jack would win over a solid following in Australia he continued to attract
detractors. Henry Lawson in a poem 'A Word to Texas Jack' (circa 189919)

chided the showman about his Western saddle, American swagger, and
survival instinct, comparing him with the Australian counterpart:

As poet and as Yankee 1 will greet you, Texas Jack,
For it isn't no ill-feelin' that is gettin' up my back;
But I won't see this land crowded by each Yank and British cuss
Who takes it in his head to come a-civilizin' us.

Texas Jack began his solo career as a Wild West 'cowboy' in Australia
on 15 March 1890 at John Solomon's Royal Museum. From the information
currently available it can be surmised that the first actual Wild West Show
was brought to Australia by Harmston's Great American and Continental
Cirque, which performed at the Crystal Palace Rink in Sydney at the same
time Texas Jack appeared at John Solomon's Royal Museum. According to
Marizles Wirth, Texas Jack joined Harmston's later in March 1890 after
being approached by the circus proprietor." He remained with Harmston's
until early in 1891."

The Sydney Morning Herald advertisement of29 March 1890 read 'Buck
Jumping Extraordinary. Texas Jack, jun. at the Exhibition Ground'. Here was
'The only wild cowboy who has ever been seen in the colonies' challenging
'Any lady or gentleman having a wild horse, buckjumper, or wild bullock ....
please to bring it along to the showground'. Someone obligingly brought a
bull with an attitude." In the first performance Texas Jack was unable to
master the bull and was publicly humiliated when a member of the audience
succeeded in bringing it under control. While he followed up his defeat with
a victory by mounting and riding a wild pony, he was almost tramped to
death by the same bull during the next show."

By the end'ofthe I890s the Wild West Shows were an integral part of
audience expectation when they visited circuses in Australia as they were
elsewhere in the world. Texas Jack, after shaky beginnings as a solo
performer, built up an enthusiastic following during the nineties in Australia
as a Wild West artiste, often writing his own pantomimes such as the Texan
Horse Thief His feats of horsemanship, sharp shooting and lasso throwing
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always drew crowds, especially as he offered generous prizes to any audience
member who could outdo him in the arena."

Like Buffalo Bill, he had built up a mythic image which audience and
pressmen alike believed. 'Texas Jack is a typical cowboy in dress and
appearance. His long black wavy hirsute covering is a particular study'."
American comedian and entertainer Will Rogers, who started his career with
Texas Jack in South Africa after the Anglo-Boer War, wrote home in 1902
saying 'Jack himself is the fmest old boy I ever saw ... he is a man about forty
years old and has travelled all over the world showing he is a much fmer. shot
than Buffalo Bill and a fine Rider and Roper ... he don't drink a drop or
smoke or gamble and likes for his men to be the same,.'6 Like Buffalo Bill,
Texas Jack could relate anecdotes about the royalty, aristocrats and monied
men he entertained. But, unlike Buffalo Bill, the Wild West Shows he formed
were of short duration, often disbanded at will or on the slightest promise of
something more exciting on the horizon with which to occupy himself.

After performing for a season in Brisbane in 1899, for example, Texas
Jack sold his Wild West Dramatic Company, equipment and rights to
Bohemian Cole (who had grown his hair to emulate Buffalo Bill) and set out
for London." Texas Jack joined Frank Fillis, the South African Barnum, who
was hosting an extravaganza called 'Savage South Africa' at the Greater
Britain Exhibition at Earl's Court. One of Fillis's star attractions was a
showman's interpretation of Major Alan Wilson's last stand in the Matabele
uprising of 1896 in Rhodesia. Texas Jack, a favourite with South African
audiences, played Frederick Barnham, an American scout with Wilson who
was one of three to escape the attack. Frank Fillis had taken the concept of
the 'Indian Wars' and 'conflicts with White men' and transposed the formula
onto the world stage of war. In doing so, he reminds one of the second origin
of the Wild West myth, the tough guy hero.

The men of the West became more firmly entrenched in the world's
mind by Teddy Roosevelt who, in 1898, gathered 'three cavalry regiments
from among the wild riders and riflemen of the Rockies and the Great Plains'
and turned them into a volunteer cavalry regiment for that 'splendid little
war', more commonly known as the Spanish American War.28 Roosevelt
nicknamed these men the Rough Riders: 'The difficulty in organising was not
in selecting, but in rejecting men. Within a day or two after it was announced
that we were to raise the regiment we were literally deluged with applications
from every quarter of the Union. Without the slightest trouble, so far as men
went, we could have raised a brigade or even a division,.29 'In all the world
there could be no better material for soldiers than that afforded by these grim
hunters of the mountains, these wild rough riders of the plains ... they were
cowboys, hunters, mining prospectors'." The War lasted four months but the
memory of these 'rough riders' still lingers on, having fed or supplemented
every fantasy of the West ever written or enacted.J1
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The second war which impacted the Wild West genre was the Anglo
Boer War which began in 1899 and ended in 1902 in South Africa; a war in
which American support was a pivotal if historically neglected issue for the
Boers." There were approximately three hundred Americans fighting as
scouts during the first phase of the War which attracted many who were
former rough riders under Teddy Roosevelt." American exploits were
documented by Boer sympathisers as part of an appeal to the American
public. During the Boer retreat to Pretoria, 'The American scouts had halted
at Jones's Hotel ... Their cowboy spurs jingled on the floor of the bar-room,
on the boards of the verandas, on the stone floor of the kitchen and in the
billiard-room ... [Later] we heard ... only the click of the clipped billiard balls
as the American scouts (who were killed thirty-six hours later) knocked them
about on the tom billiard-cloth'." Irish journalist Michael Davitt visited an
American camp at Ladysmith during the siege and also records that there
were 'some Texan cowboys, four or five newspaper correspondents ...
together with several celebrities ... whose war and scouting adventures would
in themselves make excellent copy for half-a-dozen chapters'." This
comment echoes Teddy Roosevelt's statement about his rough riders whose
'life histories ... would make many volumes of thrilling adventure'."
Roosevelt, a reported Boer sympathiser, told John Hassell at his weekend
getaway in Oyster Bay that 'If I were not President of the United States I
would organise a division of Americans to help the Boers,.37

At least in one case, the sharp shooting prowess of Texas Jack resulted in
a pseudonym for one of the Boer fighters, namely Texas Jack Coetzee of the
Rand Commando." Texas Jack's agent, at the end of the War, exploited the
presence of American scouts on both Boer and British sides by calling him
'The Great American War Scout' in Texas Jack's first post-war performance
in Cape Town in June 1902." From 1902 to 1905 Texas Jack worked the
South African circuit, returning briefly to the United States in 1904 to hire
fresh performers. Even though it seems that he had decided to make South
Africa his base, he hankered after another season in Australia.

Texas Jack returned to Australia in 1905 against the recommendations of
a friend who warned him, 'If you do you go to your grave, Jack'.'· He went,
and took his company with him. Texas Jack could not complete his season in
Australia. He returned to South Africa where he died of consumption on 25
October 1905 in the Kroonstad hospital in the Orange River Colony. As a
performer he has been largely forgotten, however his contribution to the Wild
West genre propelled the myth beyond the scope of Buffalo Bill. Buffalo Bill
became a commodity, commercialised in the media by himself and others.
Texas Jack remained a cowboy, a free spirit of the plains. These were
qualities which could never be commercialised because free spirits will
always elude capture, defmition, and encapsulation. Like many of his kind
Texas Jack was integral to the enigma of the Wild West embedded in the
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collective memory of his time, The burden of unpacking this collective
memory without betraying its essence now rests with the historians of our

time.
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